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THE ENERGY CONSERVATION IMPLICATIONS
OF MASTER METERING OF ELECTRIC SERVICE IN APARTMENTS
Gordon Gross
Midwest Research Institute
Kansas City, Missouri 64110

Abstract
A study has been made of the difference in electricity usage between residents of
"Electricity included" apartments and those tenants who pay individual "light
bills." The factors which influence owners' and builders' choices of metering
service are discussed in detail.
Data taken from over 100 apartment buildings or complexes in 10 major U.S.
metropolitan areas and from over 50 major electric power companies are used as
the basis for the reported results. Contractors estimates of the costs to con
vert building service from master to individual meter and some bases for these
costs are presented.
The energy conservation potential which might be realized through nationwide
elimination of master metering is discussed.

1.

INTRODUCTION

An early review of master metering and of attitudes
toward it was given by Neuhoff^* in 1965. The sub
ject of master metering was addressed by the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development as early
as 1962.2 in addition to these two published reports,

The purpose of this report is to compare the electric
energy consumption in apartments which receive elec
tricity through master meters with those which receive
electricity through individual meters.
The report will
show the extent of residential master metering in 10
major U.S. cities and will discuss the factors influ
encing the choice of master metering.
It will also
give estimates of the national implication of the tar
get city results.

there are numerous anecdotal reports and unwritten
guidelines within the electric utility industry which
deal with the subject.
Master metering of residential space was relatively
rare until World War II. Before that time most resi
dential electrical service was delivered through an
individual meter for each dwelling unit or was u n 
metered and sold for a flat monthly fee.
It is not
clear just when or where the practice of master meter
ing of residences began but some of the earlier master
metered apartment buildings were in Dallas, Texas,
about 1950.

The practice of master metering of electric service to'
apartments often allows the sale of electricity to a
building or complex at wholesale rates which are usu
ally justified by the utility company by the require
ment for only one meter, one reading, and one bill for
the sale of a large quantity of electricity.
Further
more, the electric utility company need not supply
electrical distribution systems for the buildings. The
usual alternate metering practice is individual meter

The growth of master metering was rapid in the
1950’s as the rush to build apartments following World
War II produced local over supplies, which, in turn,
led to stronger competition for tenants.

ing.

*

References are listed at the end of this report.
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by the building owner. Master metering would
allow elimination of many of the separate items
needed for individual metering.

Apartment owners offered free moving of furniture,
and even "free" utilities to attract tenants.
Later, in the early 1960's, many electric utility
companies began to feel the competition of Total
Energy systems which were being promoted by the
natural gas companies.
They responded with pro
motional rate schedules offering markedly reduced
electricity rates to large users, thus encouraging
the bulk purchase of energy for apartment com
plexes.
Costs per kilowatt hour under these pro
motional schemes were as little as one-fourth the
prevailing rate for individual residences. As the
cost of electricity thus became nearly negligible,
many apartment and office operators took advantage
of the "All Utilities Included" marketing scheme.

The share of cost of internal distribution which
must be borne by the builder and whether this cost
will be in favor of master or individual metering
depends on utility company policies which vary
widely.
Many utility companies offering service to groups
of apartments under general service rates make the
group service much less expensive than the total
cost of individual services. The greater this
difference, the more master metering is encouraged.
The utility company can increase the spread between
commercial and residential (individual) rates to
encourage master metering if, for example, if pre
fers to minimize the number of customers it must
deal with.

The master metering concept has, on the surface,
elements of economic attraction for all partici
pants. For the landlord or building owner, the
block rate structure for utility services appears
to offer the opportunity to purchase the same
amount of electricity as would be consumed by all
his tenants for less cost by his acting as a
single customer. For the utility, a master meter
installation reduces installation costs as well
as monthly meter reading costs.
It seems like a
situation in which everyone benefits. However,
when individual tenants no longer have monthly
feedback and an economic incentive for conserva
tion of electricity usage, their consumption usu
ally increases. This extra consumption is held to
be common knowledge by some utility marketing per
sonnel and reported ratios of consumption by
master metered versus individually metered custo
mers range from 1.88 (Neuhoff^) to 1.33 (HUD^).
Utility company load planners use ratios of from
1.15 to 1.35 for planning load requirements for
master metered apartment buildings.

A comparison of average monthly electric bills
which might apply to apartments in the various
areas covered in this report is shown in Table I.
The values shown include fuel adjustments but not
taxes and were effective at the end of 1974. The
bills would be somewhat smaller, of course, in
apartment houses where certain services such as
heating and air conditioning were supplied in such
a way as not to appear in the monthly electric
bill.
Furthermore, the numbers, while showing the
expected cost per apartment for electric service,
are not meant to imply that the renter would be
paying this amount.
The electric bill might be
included in the rent.

The master metered electric bills shown in Table I
include approximately one-third higher usage which
has been found to apply to persons receiving elec
tricity via master meters. Under these conditions
it should be noted that in only four of the ser
vice areas shown is the average charge per customer
less under master metering than under individual
metering and in four other areas the average billeven with 100 apartments per meter is higher for
master metering than for individual metered ser
vice.

When utility company tariffs permit* a choice of
metering in an apartment building the choice is
usually made on the basis of a balance between
several factors. Among them are electrical wiring
costs and utility rate structures. These factors
are, in turn, affected by various other factors
discussed below.
Initial electrical wiring costs for an apartment
building depend on the choice of metering used as
well as on local building codes.
Individual
metering requires separate electrical feeders to
each apartment, separate meter sockets, and
individual meters.
In most cases, much of the
cost of distribution within the building is borne

*

The factors of wiring costs and utility rate struc
tures influence the selection of master metering
service or individual metering service by apartment
builders and owners.
However, the relative impor
tance of these various factors has been undergoing
rapid changes during the past year.
Utility costs

Not all utilities permit master metering. For example, Commonwealth Edison,
Company of Chicago, completely prohibits master metering for residential use
and greatly restricts it for office use.
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have been rising rapidly with commercial rates
leading residential rates in the increases.
The
gap between residential and commercial rates is
thus closing.
Furthermore, the increased resis
tance to rent increases often provided by rigid
rent controls has placed the owner or operator of
apartments in a severe profit squeeze.
2.

of the principal city in the metropolitan area.
Apartment houses were chosen within the utility
trade areas on the basis of availability of owner
information and on the requirement that only
reasonably matched pairs of individual and master
metered buildings could be used.
Instances of
metering conversion were identified by the utility
companies and were included in the study on the
basis of the owner's or manager's willingness to
cooperate with the study.
After the selection of
apartment houses, individual apartments were se
lected for inclusion in the study on the basis of
continuous occupancy for at least 12 months prior
to the collection of data. Various sizes of
apartments (i.e., number of bedrooms) in each com
plex were sampled.

METHODOLOGY

This section explains the assumptions made and the
various bases used for the calculations and con
clusions presented in the report. The section
will also discuss methods of data collection and
processing.
2.1

ASSUMPTIONS
The method of selection of cities, apartment
buildings, apartments within buildings and utility
companies does introduce a potential bias in the
estimates.
Such a potential bias is an inevitable
consequence of real world data collection.

Preliminary and informal investigations prior to
the beginning of this study revealed that master
metering was a phenomenon found almost entirely
in urban areas.
It was therefore assumed that any
energy consumption implications of the practice of
master metering would be adequately revealed and
evaluated from a study of urban buildings.

2.3

DATA COLLECTION

Data collection for the study was performed through
correspondence with utility companies, public
utility commissions, and electrical contractors;
and through meetings with apartment owners and
managers, and with rate and load study personnel
of utility companies.
We also examined kilowatthour records of selected tenants.

It is well-recognized that the entire collection
of factors which determine the energy consumption
by individual apartments or offices is too exten
sive and variable to be considered seriously in a
comparison study. Certain factors however are
well-recognized as predominant.
In addition to
the energy use habits of occupants, five factors-location; physical attributes of the building;
heating, ventilating and air conditioning (HVAC)
equipment; size and number of dwelling units; and
the status of the occupants--are assumed to domi
nate in determining the energy use of an apartment.
These five factors were assumed to be sufficient
for the identification of pairs of matching apart
ments.
It was further assumed that if pairs of
apartments were matched as nearly as practicable
on the basis of these five points, then differ
ences in use habits of the tenant would be re
vealed by comparing the monthly consumptions of
electricity between the two apartments in each

The kilowatt-hour records for individually metered
apartments were obtained by fractional sampling of
the individual apartments in a building or complex.
The consumption information thus obtained was used
to estimate the usage for the entire complex.
The
house meter consumption information which covers
all public areas, owner's apartment, and other
electrical services not indicated by the individual
aparrment meters was supplied by the owners or
managers.
Energy consumption information on master metered
apartments was obtained either directly from
managers' or utility records.

pair.

tained in Kansas City, Missouri.

Information on the comparison attributes of differ
ent apartment complexes (such as types of heating
and cooling equipment, appliances and furnishings)
and information on the public facilities provided
(such as swimming pools), was obtained both by
interviews with the manager and by personal in
spection of the facilities.

The urban areas studied were selected primarily by
size.
The utility companies were chosen, somewhat
arbitrarily, with the intent of obtaining informa
tion from the company which served the larger part

When available, apartments where metering has been
coverted from master to individual or visa versa
provide an idealized form of matched pair.
Weather
differences which might exist during the time

2.2

SELECTION OF TARGET CITIES, UTILITY COMPANIES
AND APARTMENTS

Table II shows a list of the U.S. Standard Metro
politan Statistical Areas (SMSAs) studied.
Some
information contained in the report was also ob
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involved before and after the conversion process
and changes in the character of the apartment
operation after the conversion were considered in
these cases. The latter factor was avoided by
eliminating from the selection of apartments where
conversion was accompanied by rearrangement of
space and numbers of units. Weather effects were
considered through the use of records of degree
days heating and cooling during the years before
and after a conversion.
This factor is discussed
below.
2.4

_1
R? = “ 1
Rn
N n=l
where

= the consumption ratio
the n th pair

(2 )

Mn/In

of

The use of Equation (1) gives a consumption ratio
which is weighted by the number of apartments
whereas Equation (2) gives a ratio weighted by the
number of buildings.

STATISTICAL DISCUSSION

Electric energy consumption in apartment buildings
is a complex function of many variables of which
metering technique is only one. Although this
function cannot be described mathematically, one
can attempt to hold all of the other variables
constant while varying only the metering tech
nique and thus observe the relationship between
metering technique and electric energy consump
tion.
Aside from metering technique, it is
assumed that the five factors named above under
"assumptions" are significantly related to elec
tric energy consumption in apartment buildings.
Other factors involved in electric energy consump
tion in apartment buildings are assumed to be
either insignificant or to overlap with the five
chosen comparison factors.

In the use of data from Table III to compute a con
sumption ratio,
R-^ , by Equation (1) a problem
arises when the numbers of apartments in the two
members of the pair do not match--see, for example,
Philadelphia, where 279 master metered units must
be compared to a sample of 31 individually metered
units.
In such cases the geometric mean of the two
sample numbers was used as a weighting factor.
For
Philadelphia this method gives a weighting factor
of 93
( 279 x 31 = 93) .

The ratio of consumptions computed by using Equa
tion (1) is Ri = 1.35 .
Alternate computation of consumption ratio. If it
is assumed that the values of average electric
energy consumption in Table III are statistically
valid for each city shown, one can estimate a ratio
of master to individually metered consumption which
is weighted by the actual extent of master metered
usage (number of master metered units and average
consumption per apartment unit for all units).
This ratio is of the form:

Table III shows a summary of the kilowatt-hour
consumption for the apartment complexes studied.
The statistical task at hand is the estimation of
the average ratio of master metered electricity
consumption per apartment per month (M) to indivi
dually metered electricity consumption per apart
ment per month (I).

N
Preferred computation of consumption ratio. The
nonrandom selection of the sources of these values
lends statistical preference"3 to the use of
Equation (1) for determining the ratio,
Rq , of

R

I

M/I .

(3)

N iEi

i=l
N

R1

where

I Mi
i=l
N

1

( )

i = identifies the
pair

i1-*1

N-l = the number of master metered apart
,•th city
ments in the i
E^ = the average electric energy con
sumption by an apartment (master
or individual) in the ith city

I *i
i=l
where

3

I
NiE ir i
i=l
N

apartment of a

r-^ = the ratio of electric energy con
sumption by master metered versus
individually metered apartments
in the
i11*1 city

N = is the total number of pairs;

instead of the form:
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Application of Equation (3) to the data in Table IV
gives a consumption ratio of 1.37 which is inter
estingly close to the ratio 1.35 obtained by Equa
tion (1).

ratio of SMSA population to utility service area
population. Table V shows the SMSA populations
(1970), the service area populations (1970) and
the population ratios used as multipliers for the
target cities.

The ratio of 1.35 obtained by Equation (1) is
statistically preferred because it requires fewer
assumptions regarding the specific applicability
of the data to each city. A statistical analysis
of the reliability of this ratio was carried out
according to methods for "analysis of variance of
ratios" as described by Cochran.^ This analysis
is more complicated than that of a single set of
data because of possible covariance between the
elements of data comprising the ratio. The com
plete analysis yielded a variance of 0.005 which
indicates a standard deviation of about 0.07 (for
a mean value of 1.35 for the ratio).

The adaptation of utility company data on the ex
tent of master metering to the SMSAs only provides
an estimate of the extent of master metering in
the SMSAs studied. The assumption that this esti
mate is applicable to the entire nation requires
(1) that the group of dwelling units covered is a
statistically valid sample of all U.S. dwelling
units, and (2) that the estimate agree qualita
tively with estimates from other sources.
Table
VI shows the total numbers of dwelling units and
the numbers of dwelling units in multi-family
buildings in each target city (1970 Census of
Housing adjusted to 1974).
It also shows the num
bers of dwelling units served by master meters.

In summary then, the mean ratio of master metered
to individually metered consumption is 1.35 ± 0.07
(standard deviation). The 95% confidence limits on
the result are 1.21 and 1.49 which indicates that
there is only one chance in twenty that the excess
consumption by master metered tenants is lower than

The statistical validity of the sample (Assumption
(1) above) is suggested by the facts that the
total sample size (15,782,087) is about 23% of all
U.S. dwelling units and that the sample is en
tirely urban thus covering the areas where most
master metering is found.
It is recognized, of
course, that complete statistical validity would
require a random sampling of all U.S. dwelling
units in all multi-family buildings--a task for
beyond the scope of this project and one of little
probable benefit over the present method.

21%.
2.5

EXTENT OF MASTER METERING

A combination of methods was used to develop esti
mates of the current extent of master metering in
the target cities, and to estimate the national
extent of the practice. The methods combined
information obtained from utility companies with
data from the 1970 Census of Housing and from the
Institute of Real Estate Management.

The agreement of the extent of master metering
(29.5%) as measured in the present analysis with
that from other methods is very good (Requirement
(2) above). Analysis of data collected by the
Institute of Real Estate Management for 10 federal
regions^ shows 31.5% master metering and analysis
of the 1970 Census of Housing shows 34.170 master
metering.

Utility company information pertains to the com
pany's own service area which is not always coin
cident with the boundaries of the target SMSA.
Therefore, it was necessary to develop a method
of adapting utility company service and informa
tion on the extent of master metering to the metro
politan area boundary.
In carrying out this adap
tation it was assumed that (1) most of the multi
family housing and most of the total residential
population served by the utility were both within
the urban portion of the utility's services area,
and (2) that the multi-family housing was uniformly
distributed over the SMSA. Also the fact that the
urban portion of the utilities service area was all
within the SMSA for all target cities was used.
This fact and the two assumptions allow the exten
sion of multi-family and master metering data for
the utility service area to the entire SMSA by use
of a simple multiplier. That multiplier is the

2.6

WEATHER EFFECTS

The weather contributes to variations in the
energy requirements in housing through changes in
wet and dry bulb temperatures, wind velocities,
cloud cover, and solar effects. The year to year
variations in energy consumption caused by weather
changes must be considered in studying meter con
version cases because of the time difference be
tween measurement periods. Methods which are
available for precise calculations of the effect
of weather on heating and cooling energy needs of
dwellings require complete analysis of the con
struction and use patterns of the building being
studied.
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shown in Table III.
It is seen there that the
ratio of the consumption by master metered custo
mers to that of individually metered customers
ranges from 1.08 to 2.69.

A simplified method, the so-called "degree-day
method," makes approximate corrections for the
effect of temperature on heating and cooling loads
and is often used when, as in the present study,
the architectural and living habit information
required by more complete methods is not avail
able.
This method is based on the assumption that
the annual heating and cooling requirements for a
building are nearly proportional to the number of
degree days* of heating and cooling occurring
each year.
Table VII shows the differences which

The average ratio of master to individually metered
consumptions for this group of apartments is 1.35
with a standard deviation of 0.07. There is thus,
only one chance in 20 that the waste by master
metered users is less than 20%.
Treatment of the individual cities with their
average residential electric consumptions and their
master metering extents and waste factors consid

are estimated to have occurred in both heating and
cooling requirements between the master metered
period of operation and the individually metered
period of operation of the conversion cases.
In
five of the cases shown, the heating requirements
were from 2 to 13% higher but the cooling require
ments were from 11 to 27% lower during the master

ered oh a city by city basis yields a slightly
different overall waste factor; namely 377o. While
the first factor, 35% is statistically preferable
as discussed in Section 2 (Methodology), the second
factor, 377, has the advantage of being responsive
to the city-to-city variations in extent and effect
of master metering and to the rate of electric
energy consumption in each city.

metered operations.
Since the data needed for a detailed analysis of
weather effects cannot be obtained and the degree
day method does not provide sufficient basis for
analytical correction of energy use records, the
results shown in Table VII were used only to pro
vide a subjective test of the conclusions regard
ing energy use before and after meter conversion.
In all cases the cooling load was lower during the
master metered period.
In two cases where elec
tric heating was involved, the lowered cooling
load was found to outweigh the higher heating
load.
Therefore, weather differences cannot ac
count for the higher energy use during master
metering.
3.

3.2

The various factors used in determining the extent
of master metering practice in the target cities is
shown in Table VI.
It can be seen that the extent
of master metering of multi-family housing ranges
from 18% to 77% in individual cities.
For the
combined population of the target cities it was
found that 29.5% of all multi-family housing was
master metered. This value is consistent with
4
national estimates of 31.5% (obtained from IREM
data for 10 federal regions) and of 34.1% (obtained
from state by state data from the 1970 Census of
Housing) (three or more units per building).
It
is concluded that about one-third of all U.S.
multi-family housing units are master metered.

CONCLUSIONS

The conclusions presented here include the effects
of master metering in nine cities, the extent of
master metering in multi-family housing in nine
cities and the factors influencing the choice of
metering.
The information regarding the extent
and effects of master metering in multi-family

3.3

several sources is in agreement.
CONSUMPTION DIFFERENCES ASSOCIATED WITH
MASTER METERING

The best available estimates of the difference in
construction costs thus come from personal inter
views with individuals in the electrical wiring
trade.

The annual kilowatt-hour consumption for a number
of apartment buildings and complexes in eight of
the target cities and in Kansas City, Missouri, is

*

FACTORS AFFECTING THE CHOICE OF METERING

Initial wiring costs. An accurate evaluation'of
the difference of cost in apartment construction
which results from the choice between individual
and master metering would require preparation of
comparative bids for each building.
This is usu
ally not done. The decisions regarding the choice
between individual and master metering are usually
made before electrical wiring bids are prepared.

housing for the target cities is used to provide
an estimate of the national effect of master
metering.
Confidence in the conclusions presented
is increased by the fact that information from

3.1

THE EXTENT OF MASTER METERING

A degree day of heating (or cooling) is 24 hr during which the average dry
bulb temperature is one degree below (or above) 65°F.
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a separate set of circuits for the public areas
of the building.
It is also necessary to install
meter sockets and load centers for each unit.

Initial wiring cost differences obtained from such
interviews range from no cost difference in the
Los Angeles area to $250 per unit in Washington,
D.C. Kansas City contractors give values ranging
from about $125 to $250 higher per individually
metered apartment unit for both garden type and
high-rise apartments. One Kansas City estimate
which showed a range from $125 to $175 per unit
higher cost for individual metering was based on
a series of nearly identical, six-unit, garden
apartment buildings in which the individually
metered buildings cost from $750 to $1,000 higher
per six-unit building that their master metered
counterparts which were built at the same time.
In the Washington, D.C. area, one new building
of 250 units was estimated by its electrical con
tractor to have cost approximately $50,000 ($200
per unit) higher because of its individually
metered construction.
The most widely expressed
estimate is about $200 per unit nationwide.

It is concluded from conversations with apartment
owners that the cost of conversion is a major fac
tor preventing more widespread conversion from
master metering to individual metering.
Utility rate structures. Utility rates have been
used to attract customers to certain sectors of
the utility market.
However, the results of the
present study show that the correlation between the
extent of master metered service and the rate
structure of utility companies is small.
Table
VIII compares the cost differences between general
service and residential services rates for apart
ments with the extent of master metering in eight
cities.
These data also are shown graphically in
Figure 1. It may be seen that two cities which
offer only a small rate advantage have the highest
fraction of multi-family units with master meter
ing. The remaining six cities show a weak corre
lation between rate advantage and the extent of
master metering for larger apartment buildings
(100 units).
For all eight cities, the correlation
coefficient is -0.27 and for the six cities without
Washington, D.C., and Houston, Texas, the correla
tion coefficient is 0.36. Neither correlation
indicates a significant effect of price differen
tial on extent of master metering.

Retrofit wiring costs. A factor which does not
apply to the initial choice of metering practice
in a building but which can influence an owners'
decision to convert to other metering styles is
the cost of retrofitting for a change in metering--a small cost if the change is from indivi
dual to master metering.
The costs of conversion
from master to individual metering are influenced
by several factors. First, those buildings which
have been wired at minimum cost during construc
tion usually have apartments and building services
sharing feeder lines are more complicated to re
wire for individual service.
Second, older styles
of buildings in which the electrical wiring is
buried behind plaster or other permanent wall con
struction are expensive to convert because of con
sequent structural work and refinishing.

From
rate
tent
such
ties

this information it is concluded that utility
structures have a minor influence on the ex
of master metering but that other factors
as company promotional and marketing activi
may override this influence.

The influence of public utility commissions on
master metering. Table IX shows a summary of the
rules and policies of state (and Washington, D.C.)
regulatory commissions on the subject of master
metering.
None of the regulatory commission pro
hibits the practice of master metering in multi
family buildings. One state does prohibit it in
mobile home parks.
Thirty-four of the states re
porting (including Washington, D.C.) specifically
report having no regulation over master-metering
and four states have no state regulatory body with
jurisdiction over electric utilities.
In some of
these states, municipal ordinances provide utility
regulation.
At present, state regulatory commis
sions exert no control over the practice of master
metering of electricity.

The wide range of conditions which prevail in
building prior to conversion causes the cost of
conversion to individual metering to range from
$100 to $1,200 per apartment unit.
The costs of
electrical labor and parts differ little from
city to city so these conversion costs show no
geographic preference.
Retrofit costs in the $100 range apply to build
ings in which the initial construction provided
separate feeder circuits to each apartment or
situations in which meter loops were originally
installed for each apartment and the conversion
only requires minor circuit changes and installa
tion of the meter socket. The higher conversion
costs prevail in those apartments where minimum
cost, intial wiring was originally installed.
In
such situations it is generally necessary to in
stall new feeders to each apartment and to provide
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3.4 ENERGY CONSERVATION IMPLICATIONS OF MASTER

Mr. Gross is a physicist with 25 years of experi

METERING

ence ranging from basic research on materials
(solid state electronics and physical bases of
mechanical properties) to the application of phy
sics and physics research methodologies to practi
cal engineering and industrial problems.
He re
ceived the B.S. degree in mathematics in 1947 and
the M.A. in Physics (UMC) in 1949, and has pursued
other graduate studies at the University of Kansas,
the University of Missouri at Columbia, and at the
Rheinische Westphalische Technische Hockschule
(Aachen/Germany). Mr. Gross' current activities
deal with the development of engineering and m ana
gerial methods for conservation of energy in
buildings and industrial operations.

It is shown above that about one-third of all
dwelling units in multi-family housing are master
metered.
This fact coupled with census data and
information from apartment studies
shows that
there are about 4,433,000 master metered apart
ments in the U.S.
The present study shows that
each of these apartments used about 5,940 kwh
(kilowatt-hours) of electric energy per year.
If
these units were converted to individual metering
their consumption should decrease to about 4,400
kwh per year.
The total saving during the next
year would be about 7 billion kwh--equivalent to
about 13 million barrels of oil.
With present
growth rates of apartment buildings per capita
electric energy consumption the annual saving by
1990 would be about 14 billion kwh per year-equivalent to about 26 million barrels of oil.
The cumulative saving by 1990 due to total conver
sion in 1976 would be about 134 billion kwh-equivalent to about 241.6 million barrels of oil.
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TABLE I
EXPECTED COST PER APARTMENT FOR ELECTRIC SERVICE IN SELECTED CITIES (1974)*

Average Cost
Individual Meter

City and Company
Los Angeles Department of Water
and Power
Potomac Electric Power Company
Virginia Electric Power Company
Southern California Edison
Pacific Gas and Electric
West Penn Power Company
Duquesne Light Company
Philadelphia Electric Company
Houston Light and Power
Consolidated Edison
Boston Edison
Detroit Edison

Expected Cost per Apartment for 5, 50, and 100
Apartments per Master Metered Apartment Building*
**
5 Apartments
50 Apartments
100 Apartments

$14.35

$17.28

$10.93

$ 9.29

21.75
20.84
16.85
11.40
17.50
16.12
23.85
19.66
18.00
17.07
18.37

35.80
31.13
20.99
14.98
17.29
19.19
23.17
25.43
15.88
21.48
13.26

26.33
19.80
20.66
14.98
14.14
13.57
22.17
18.25
15.56
19.31
9.31

25.66
17.60
20.66
14.98
14.14
12.62
22.17
18.25
15.48
19.31
9.16

*

The amount shown is the cost (less taxes and plus fuel adjustments based on the 1974 data) for the
average amount of energy consumed per residence in each city listed and in the.various rate
situations shown (i.e., individually metered dwelling unit, or small, medium or large apartment
complex) where special winter rates are offered.
The average of the summer and winter rates
were used in this table.
The average residential consumption is based on utility company (F.P.C.
Form 1) data.

**

The estimates used for apartments are based on evidence that master metered customers use one and
one-third times the energy used by individually metered customers.

TABLE II
THE TARGET CITIES USED IN A STUDY OF
APARTMENT ENERGY USE
(Ordered by Population)
Target Cities (SMSA)

1970 SMSA
Population

New York, New York
Los Angeles - Long Beach, California
Chicago, Illinois
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania - New Jersey
Detroit, Michigan
San Francisco - Oakland, California
Washington, D.C.
Boston, Massachusetts
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Houston, Texas

11,571,899
7,032,075
6,978,947
4,817,914
4,199,931
3,109,519
2,861,123
2,753,700
2,401,245
1,985.031

Total

47,711,384
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TABLE III
RELATIVE ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION OF MASTER METERED AND
INDIVIDUALLY METERED MULTI-FAMILY DWELLING UNITS

No. of
Units

City
Los Angeles

Philadelphia
Detroit

Consumption/Apt/
Year, kwh

20*

3,456

20*

1,968

9*

2,868

279

9,096

44

2,904

194

9,745

San Francisco

1,683*

3,105

Washington,

172 of
296
76*

3,684

D.C.

4,176

Boston

208

13,032

Pittsburgh

216

17,316

144

16,788

Kansas City
Houston

21*

4,438

20*

4,440

155

10,168

6

15,000

8

10,956

60

14,124

Dates of
Metering

No. of
Units

Consumption/Apt/
Year, kwh

Jan
Dec
Jan
Dec
Jan
Dec

73 73
74 74
74 74

20

1,284

20

984

9

2,664

Nov
Oct
Jan
Dec
Jan
Dec

73 74
74 74
74 74

31 of
250
44

5,676

140

6,338

Nov
Oct
Jan
Dec
Jan
Dec
Jan
Dec
Jan
Dec
Jan
Dec
Jan
Dec
Jan
Dec
Jan
Dec
Jan
Dec
Jan
Dec
Jan

72 73
74 74
73 73
72 72
72 72
72 72
71 71
72 72
74 74
72 72
74 74
72 -

1,683

2,298

24 of
264
76

2,880
2,736

37

11,196

92

13,368

207

14,376

21

2,658

20

2,733

135

5,412

6

13,678

8

10,070

6

12,444

Jan 74 Dec 74
Jan 72 Dec 72
Jan 72 Dec 72
Apr 74 May 75
Jan 74 Dec 74
Jan 74 Dec 74
Nov 69 Oct 70
Jan 74 Dec 74
Jan 74 Dec 74
Jan 72 Dec 72
Jan 72 Dec 72
Jan 72 Dec 72
May 73 May 74
May 73 May 74
Jan 74 Dec 74
Jan 72 Dec 72
Jan 69 Dec 69
Jan 72 Dec 72

Dec 72
*

1,748

Dates of
Metering

Metering service conversion.
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Ratio of
Master to
Individually
Metered
2.69
2.00
1.08
1.60
1.66
1.54
1.35
1.28
1.53
1.16
1.30
1.17
1.67
1.63
1.88
1.10
1.09
1.14

TABLE IV
CONSUMPTION RATIOS.* NUMBERS OF MASTER METERED APARTMENTS. AND AVERAGE
ELECTRIC ENERGY CONSUMPTIONS FOR APARTMENTS IN
SEVEN MAJOR CITIES (1974)
Consumption
City
Los Angeles, California
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Detroit, Michigan
San Francisco, California
Washington, D.C.
Boston, Massachusetts
Houston, Texas

*
**

Ratio*

Number of
M-M Apartments

2.11
1.60
1.57
1.35
1.33
1.16
1.13

166,880
169,065
54,651
33,550
342,750
63,671
140,573

Average Electric Con
sumption** kwh/vear
2,078
7,386
6,810
2,710
3,378
12,114
12,804

Consumption ratio shown is average ratio of master to individually metered
consumptions for all apartments studied in each city.
Average electric consumption is the average for all master and individually
metered apartments studied in each city.

TABLE V
TARGET CITIES AND UTILITY COMPANIES
1970 Service
Area Population

Population**
Ratio

8,614,000
2,854,739

1.34
2.46

6,978,947
4,817,914

Consolidated Edison of New York
Los Angeles Department of Water and
Power, Southern California Edison
Commonwealth Edison Company
Philadelphia Electric Company

2,826,178

1.70

4,199,931
3,109,519

Detroit Edison Company
Pacific Gas and Electric Company

3,608,600
5,062,096

1.16
0.61

2,861,123

Potomac Power and Light, Virginia
Electric and Power Company
Boston Edison
Duquesne Light Company, West Penn
Power Company
Houston Lighting and Power Company

1,357,907

2.11

1,601,559
*

1.72

1,849,044

1.07

(ordered by population)
Target Cities (SMSA)

1970 SMSA
Population

N e w York, New York

11,571,899
7,032,075

Los Angeles - Long Beach,
California
Chicago, Illinois
Philadelphia, PennsylvaniaNew Jersey
Detroit, Michigan
San Francisco - Oakland,
California
Washington, D.C.
Boston, Massachusetts
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

2,753,700
2,401,245

Houston, Texas

1,985,031

Total
*
**

Major Electric Utilities
Serving Target SMSAs

*

47,711,384

Service area population not developed for utilities not supplying extent data.
Population ratio developed to adapt master metering extent data for utility service area to the SMSAs.

Source:

Electrical World, Director of Electric Utilities 1974-1975.
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TABLE VI
EXTENT AND TRENDS IN MASTER METERING IN 10 CITIES

Total Number
of Dwelling
Units

Year

City

Number of
Dwelling Units
In M/F Structures*

New York
Los Angeles
Chicago
Philadelphia
Detroit
San Francisco
Washington, D.C.
Boston
Houston

1974
1974
1974
1974
1974
1974
1974
1974
1974

3,982,298
2,583,354
2,358,971
1,592,667
1,360,097
1,203,324
1,072,696
914,747
713,933

2,331,815
922,426
899,157
338,130
273,255
421,543
439,421
326,994
177,940

Totals

1974

15,782,087

6,130,681

*

No. of Units
in M/M, M/F * Structures

Percent of M/F
Which are M/M

837,500
166,880
0
169,065
54,651
33,550*
342,750
63,671
140,573

36
18
0
50
20
8
78
19
79
29.5**

1,808,640

**

San Francisco data were developed using Pacific Gas and Electric Co. figures for only the number of
master metered multifamily units on their DM rate schedule.
Percentages shown in totals row are computed from numbers in totals row and not from percentage rows.

+
-H-

Multifamily.
Master metered

Sources:

Data from 1970 Census of Housing; 1974 values are adjusted from 1970 by demolition and construc
tion records.
Data provided by utility companies.

TABLE VII
COMPARISON OF PERTINENT HEATING
MASTER METERED PERIOD OF
WHERE CONVERSION
(Estimated by degree

Los Angeles

San Francisco

AND COOLING REQUIREMENTS FOR
OPERATION FOR CITIES
DATA WERE USED
days from Table V)

Case No.

Heating Difference of
Master Metered Period
Compared to
Individually Metered
_______Period_______

Cooling Difference of
Master Metered Period
Compared to
Individually Metered
_______ Period________

1
2
3

none
10% higher
10% higher

26% lower
177® lower
17% lower

(no electric heating or cooling load)

Washington, D.C.

2

Pittsburgh

3
4

2% higher
(no electric heating load)
(no electric heating load)
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16% lower
11% lower
27% lower

100

-

LEG END
• = 5 Units por Meter

90 8

A = 50 Units per Meter

80

Washington, D .C .

-*D

□ = 100 Units per Meter

70

Pittsburgh: N o Extent Data Available
Chicago: N o Residential Master Metering

60
Philadelphia
e------------- a d

50
40

•40 New York
'£

30

L.A.

-a
Detroit

20

10.
.005

m

San Francisco

.0025

.0025

_l_________________l__________________I________________I
010
.015
.020
.025

.005

.027

Differential Rate Incentive (d o llarsA wh)

Figure 1 - Extent of Master Metering Versus Differential Rate Incentive
(Residential Minus Master Metered Rate) Dollars/KwH for 5, 50, and 100
Dwelling Units per Meter

TABLE VIII
COST DIFFERENCE (PER KILOWATT HOUR) BETWEEN RESIDENTIAL AND C0M1ERCIAL
RATES AND THE EXTENT OF MASTER METERING IN EIGHT CITIES

City
New York
Los Angeles
Philadelphia
Detroit
San Francisco
Washington, D.C.
Boston
Pittsburgh
Houston

*

**

Utility
Consolidated Edison
Los Angeles Dept, of Water & Power
Philadelphia Electric Company
Detroit Edison
Pacific Gas & Electric
Potomac Electric Power Company
Boston Edison
Duquesne Light Co.
Houston Light & Power

5-Unit*

50-Unit*

100-Unit*

0.0202
(0.0089)**

0.0210
0.0068

0.0212
0.0116

0.0100
0.0270
0
(0.009)**
0.0021
0.0036
0.0005

0.0135
0.0270
0

0.0138
0.0270
0
0.0015
0.0058
0.0141
0.0055

0.0005
0.0058
0.0126
0.0055

Extent of
Master Metering
36%
26%
50%
17%
8%
77%
18%
No Info
79%

The cost differences shown are the differences between the cost per kilowatt hour for average residential
consumption (in the corresponding city) under residential rates minus the applicable general service
rates for 5-, 50- and 100-unit master metered complexes.
Residential cost less than 5-unit cost.
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TABLE IX
SUMMARY OF STATE REGULATORY COMMISSION RULES AND
POLICIES RELATED TO MASTER METERING
Number of States in Category

Category*

0
1

Not allowed
Prohibited in mobile home parks
Allowed
Discouraged
No regulation
No jurisdiction
No response

*

8
1

34
4
3

Explanation of categories: Each category is exclusive in that it represents the total status of regulation
in a state, e.g., discouraged means only that - it does not mean prohibited.
The categories are:
Not allowed: Specific statements in correspondence with public utility regulatory officials indicate that
the regulatory agency prohibits a practice.
Allowed: Specific statements in correspondence with public utility regulatory officials or existence of
approved tariff fules for a utility in the state indicate that a practice is permitted.
Prohibited in mobile home parks: One state has a specific utility regulation which requires that each
living unit (e.g., trailer) in a mobile home park be metered and receive its electricity from the
utility company serving the area.
Regulated: Indicates that a practice (e.g., resale of electricity) is allowed but is subject to specific
rules and regulations.
The reseller is usually treated as a public utility and subjected to utility
taxes, etc.
Discouraged: Specific statements in correspondence with public utility regulatory companies allow the
practice in question.
This position is much weaker than "not allowed."
No regulation: Specific statements in correspondence with public utility regulatory officials or a search
of their published "rules and regulations" indicates that the state does not have a law or regulation
pertaining to the item in question.
No jurisdiction: Specific statements in correspondence with public utility regulatory officials indicate
that the state does not exercise regulatory authority over electric utilities.
No response: No response could be obtained from the state utility regulatory agency even after a
followup letter.
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